NOTICE No.18
NEET- PG -2020

Permission for Online Joining of Candidates (who and/or their parents are COVID positive and home quarantine/admitted due to COVID19) allotted seat in round 2 of State Counselling

In view of various representations received from candidates regarding their inability to Join Physically to the allotted college as per Notice No.15. It is hereby decided by the authority that if he/she or his/her parents are COVID positive and home quarantine/admitted due to COVID19 should send their application for Online joining to the allotted college along with supporting documents. The allotted college will verify such application on the basis of documents/reports submitted and decide about allowing Online joining of such candidates. It will be responsibility of the college authority to decide and allow online joining and providing facility of online fees payment.

All other candidates are hereby informed once again that they have to Join physically before the last date as mentioned in the Notice No.15 failing which their admission will be deemed to cancelled.

Sd/-
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